Patient Consent Form

The Department of Health and Human Services has established a “Privacy Rule.” The Privacy Rule was created in order to provide a standard for certain health care providers to obtain their patients’ consent for uses and disclosures of health information.

As our patient we want you to know that we respect the privacy of your personal medical records and will do all we can to secure and protect that privacy. When it is appropriate and necessary, we provide the minimum necessary information to only those we feel are in need of your health care information and information about treatment, payment or health care operations, in order to provide health care that is in your best interest. Part of your treatment may include photographs taken of you by our office for treatment, educational and/or advertising purposes. However prior to using any photographs for advertising purposes, we will obtain consent from the patient, parent or legal guardian.

You may refuse to consent to the use or disclosure of your personal health information, but this must be in writing. Under this law, we have the right to refuse to treat you should you choose to refuse to disclose your Personal Health Information (PHI). If you choose to give consent in this document, at some future time you may request to refuse all or part of you PHI. You may not revoke actions that have already been taken which relied on this or previously signed consent.

If you have any objections to this form, please ask to speak with our HIPAA Compliance Officer.

You have the right to review our privacy notice, to request restrictions and revoke consent in writing after you have reviewed our privacy notice.

Informed Consent to Photograph

Date:__________________

I, _________________________, due hereby give consent to Dr. Warn or staff to take and/or display photograph(s) of the face and teeth/smile of ________________________________. The photograph will be used for educational and/or advertising purposes by Dr. Brett R Warn DDS and may be displayed within our office and/or on the dentist office’s website, www.lawtoncosmeticdentist.com. The doctor and staff will protect the patient’s personal data, such as name, age and date of birth, from being displayed.

Print Name: _______________________________________ Signature_________________________________

Relation to Patient: _____Self _____Guardian                     Witness___________________________________

Brett R Warn DDS, 5103 NW Cache Road Lawton OK 73505 (580)-248-4224